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Introduction
The event took place in Serbia from 15th – 29th January 2012. The preliminaries were played in the cities of Belgrade (A), Nis (B), Novi Sad (C) and Vrsac (D). The main round was played in Belgrade (1) and Novi Sad (2), the finals took place in Belgrade.

The organisation by the LOCs and the attendance of the audience was excellent. There had been test tournaments in all the venues for the training of the logistics during the last year before the Championship. Additionally direct test matches were scheduled in all the venues shortly before the event to test the final set-up of the equipment, electronic gear, etc. Regional setting of the host team (as usual) and of three more qualified teams (that had worked well at the Euro 2010) was done putting a crowd catcher to every location according to the regional position of the preliminary venues. Therefore the supporters of MKD, CRO and HUN made it almost a tournament on home soil for their teams as it was for SRB.

Of course there were some small deficiencies but most of them were covered by the LOCs and their volunteers pretty fast. In terms of security tremendous effort was done by the organizers to avoid troubles and that worked very well in all the direct sport venues. Unfortunately some incidents still happened but there was no chance for the organizing bodies to prevent these kinds of stupid actions.

Some deficiencies are just inevitable due to the construction of the event as a whole. To give an example it is very difficult to achieve an absolute common line of the refereeing when you have four venues to cover and the accommodation of the officials is spread all over these venues and therefore you cannot have one common meeting for refs and officials altogether.

At the end of the day we can state that this event marked a cornerstone in terms of organisation and the echo by the media as well as the spectators was massive. Especially the matches in the Beogradska Arena were something to remember. For sure another step forward was done to maintain the good position of handball in the indoor sports programme.

In this spot let me add that the first ever Licensing Course of the EHF took place in the first week of the Championship. For the weekend it was joint with the regular Top Coaches seminar. Due to the outstanding efforts of the team of the local organization the branding and the presentation of these seminars was the best so far.

It was my pleasure to be part of such a successful event and I want to express my gratitude and congratulations to all the people who have been involved.
Picked statistical data of interest

Table 1
Table of results of the European Championships with 16 teams in the final round

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>SWE</td>
<td>GER</td>
<td>FRA</td>
<td>DEN</td>
<td>FRA</td>
<td>DEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>GER</td>
<td>SLO</td>
<td>ESP</td>
<td>CRO</td>
<td>CRO</td>
<td>SRB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>DEN</td>
<td>DEN</td>
<td>DEN</td>
<td>FRA</td>
<td>ISL</td>
<td>CRO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ISL</td>
<td>CRO</td>
<td>CRO</td>
<td>GER</td>
<td>POL</td>
<td>ESP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>RUS</td>
<td>RUS</td>
<td>GER</td>
<td>SWE</td>
<td>DEN</td>
<td>MKD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>FRA</td>
<td>FRA</td>
<td>RUS</td>
<td>NOR</td>
<td>ESP</td>
<td>SLO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ESP</td>
<td>SWE</td>
<td>ISL</td>
<td>POL</td>
<td>NOR</td>
<td>GER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>CZE</td>
<td>SCG</td>
<td>SLO</td>
<td>HUN</td>
<td>CZE</td>
<td>HUN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>POR</td>
<td>HUN</td>
<td>SCG</td>
<td>ESP</td>
<td>AUT</td>
<td>POL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>YUG</td>
<td>ESP</td>
<td>POL</td>
<td>SLO</td>
<td>GER</td>
<td>ISL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>UKR</td>
<td>CZE</td>
<td>NOR</td>
<td>ISL</td>
<td>SLO</td>
<td>FRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>SLO</td>
<td>SUI</td>
<td>UKR</td>
<td>MNE</td>
<td>RUS</td>
<td>SWE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>SUI</td>
<td>ISL</td>
<td>HUN</td>
<td>RUS</td>
<td>SRB</td>
<td>NOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>ISR</td>
<td>POR</td>
<td>SUI</td>
<td>CZE</td>
<td>HUN</td>
<td>CZE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>POL</td>
<td>UKR</td>
<td>POR</td>
<td>BLR</td>
<td>SWE</td>
<td>RUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>CRO</td>
<td>POL</td>
<td>SVK</td>
<td>SVK</td>
<td>UKR</td>
<td>SVK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two teams are still very stable on top – DEN and CRO.

Behind the first two is a lot of movement as ESP continues to rise and SLO seems to have managed their turnaround.

POL and NOR on the other hand seem to be in a downswing.

ISL continues oscillating as HUN and CZE zigzag in the lower half of the table where RUS (another big disappointment) and SVK seem to have their position stabilized.

GER and SWE are still struggling in disputable performance and positions as newcomer MKD and even more host SRB took full advantage of the competition on home soil. Both of them will have to prove their ranking in upcoming events.

FRA is a very special case in this ECh because according to their play they obviously did not look for the final result their appearance had the character of a trainings camp.
Table 2 (Teams 1-12 only)
Game dynamics of the teams by scores (6 matches)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Preliminaries</th>
<th>Main Round</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SRB</td>
<td>22-20 (11-9)</td>
<td>21-21 (12-10)</td>
<td>22-21 (12-9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRO</td>
<td>29-26 (14-12)</td>
<td>25-23 (12-12)</td>
<td>27-25 (13-12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESP</td>
<td>28-26 (14-12)</td>
<td>30-27 (14-14)</td>
<td>29-26 (14-13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MKD</td>
<td>25-24 (12-12.5)</td>
<td>27-26 (16-13)</td>
<td>26-25 (14-13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLO</td>
<td>30-30 (14-14)</td>
<td>30-31 (15-14)</td>
<td>30-31 (14.5-14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GER</td>
<td>26-25 (14-14)</td>
<td>26-27 (13-16)</td>
<td>26-26 (13-15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POL</td>
<td>29-23 (11-13)</td>
<td>29-29 (13-18)</td>
<td>29-27 (12-15.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISL</td>
<td>32-32 (15-17)</td>
<td>27-27 (14-13)</td>
<td>29.5-29.5 (15-15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRA</td>
<td>26-26 (14-13)</td>
<td>26-28 (13-14)</td>
<td>26-27 (13.5-13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWE</td>
<td>28-28 (16-17)</td>
<td>25-28 (14-14)</td>
<td>26-28 (15-15)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this tournament most of the teams were capable of constant play all over the 60 minutes. This shows the positive effect of the new format including additional rest days compared with the EURO 2006 in SUI. GER had a better second than first whereas SLO, FRA and SWE fell behind in the second half time of the matches.

The average score of all matches together came to a 27.5 – 25.5 (14-13) which shows two main facts: First of all the score is getting lower and lower since the Euro06 in SUI and second the decision is a result of a match-long domination in general.

The exception was the team POL who could equalize a lousy first half by excellent play in the second in several matches.

Compared with 2010 DEN, CRO and ESP had identical figures, meaning that these teams kept their level without change.

SLO improved clearly in terms of makes giving them a far better result in total as GER had the same problem like two years ago – good performance in defence could not give a top result because of ongoing weakness in the offense play.

The low ranking of POL came from too many makes compared with the other teams in the main round, that one of ISL of a setback in their offence play in the main round as well.

FRA was a very special case in this Euro 2012; they seemed to take the whole event not too serious so they fell back in their scores but even more in their defence play resulting in a clear increase in the makes.

All in all the figures became more close than before showing that the level of the teams has become more equal and although DEN, CRO and ESP were on top again all the competition has become more close than ever. Only 5 teams managed to have a positive goal balance when two years ago some 7 teams had achieved that.
Two more facts to underline this statement: DEN became the very first champion in history to start the main round with 0 points. And GER was very close to be eliminated in the preliminaries, came up with 4 points and were very close to the semi until the dying seconds of their last match.

Table 3
Teqm figures in goals, shots, makes, shots on target allowed, saves, suspensions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Offence shots</th>
<th>Offence goals</th>
<th>% shots</th>
<th>Defence shots allowed on target</th>
<th>Makes</th>
<th>Saves</th>
<th>% saves</th>
<th>2 min. suspensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DEN</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRB</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRO</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESP</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MKD</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLO</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GER</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUN</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POL</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISL</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRA</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWE</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table shows some changes if compared with that one of the Euro 2010. First of all defense work has improved – the number of shots in total has decreased as has the number of the shots on target allowed by the defense. And so has the score – SLO were the only team to shoot an average of 30 goals per match. And the margin of the figures has become closer. The range of shots was from 44 to 50 only, shots allowed on target from 34 to 45. The range of the saves was from 11 to 14 only (2010: 10 – 16) which is a signal for more discipline and determination in terms of shooting.

To underline this here is a direct match of some figures in 2010 and 2012:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2012 min. – max.</th>
<th>2010 min. – max.</th>
<th>2012 range</th>
<th>2010 range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goals</td>
<td>131 - 180</td>
<td>157 - 192</td>
<td>22 - 30</td>
<td>26 - 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makes</td>
<td>125 - 184</td>
<td>147 - 203</td>
<td>21 - 31</td>
<td>24.5 - 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saves</td>
<td>11 - 14</td>
<td>10 - 16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

And again the word stands that defence wins championships:

- DEN won the title with good defence and outstanding performance of their GK
- SRB won silver in spite of the weakest performance in offence play due to their defence work and GK play giving them the lowest figure in makes by far
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- CRO won their next medal with the second best defence and a strong offence that equalized the surprisingly low performance of their GK
- ESP was denied the medal because of the inconstant play of their GK just like two years ago in spite of second best offence and good defence.

On the other hand it is still true that bad defense play will kill you:
- SLO had the most goals shot and a top saving of the GK - but most shots allowed and most suspensions called on them kept them from an even better final ranking
- ISL had a strong offence as usual but the defence below average and the weakest performance of all GK gave them a severe set-back compared to 2010
- FRA was a special case as already mentioned. Trials and experiments made them weak in all parameters due to a lot of ups and even more downs in their play.

An exception to all that was the team GER:
Like two years ago they had a good performance of the GK and an average defences play (although they suffered from the second most suspensions) but their weak offence play left them failing their target.

Compared with the Euro 2010 CRO, ESP and GER showed more or less an identical shape, SRB and SLO clearly improved as POL, ISL and FRA fell behind due to different reasons that will be discussed in the TEAM analysis chapter.

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>shots total</th>
<th>shots 1-1</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>L &gt; W</th>
<th>imbalanced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preliminaries</td>
<td>1831</td>
<td>1182</td>
<td>64.55</td>
<td>5 (24)</td>
<td>8 (24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main Round</td>
<td>1411</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>68.04</td>
<td>3 (18)</td>
<td>2 (18)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Following some discussions with expert friends and top coaches the 1-1 situations between GK and shooter are subject to closer monitoring in this paper. The reason is that the question was raised about the percentage of 1-1 confrontations in the matches and the influence of these on the result of the game. The figures show that the 1-1 situation occurs twice as often as the shot situation with a block or screen by the defense. This means that we have to think again about the content and the balance of the focal drills in the training of the GK.

**Blocking** does not seem of high importance in this tournament. All the teams do have an average of 3 blocks per match. For me this is an indicator of very high shooting discipline of all the strikers. It seems that most of the blocks will occur if one team is forced to shoot due to the passive play warning given by the referees.

Two more facts are represented in this table: First only in 20% of the games the losing team scored more goals from 1-1 situations than the winners.
Second in 25% of the games only an imbalanced performance of the GK occurred. The criteria for “imbalance” is a margin of 3 or more (e.g. GK winners 8 saves, GK losers 4 only). Both these figures do drop sharply from the prelims to the main round as you can see.

The conclusion is that a key issue for a good defence performance is to deny 1-1 situations against your own GK as much as possible. On the other hand it seems that creating 1-1 situations is a characteristic for a good offence performance.

### Table 5
**Balance of the matches** (42 matches)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Draw</th>
<th>1-2</th>
<th>3-5</th>
<th>6-9</th>
<th>&gt; 10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AUT 2010</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>6 (2)</td>
<td>7 (8)</td>
<td>7 (9)</td>
<td>3 (5)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR</td>
<td>2 (-)</td>
<td>6 (7)</td>
<td>5 (9)</td>
<td>5 (2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>8 (2)</td>
<td>13 (15)</td>
<td>12 (18)</td>
<td>8 (7)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRB 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>4 (4)</td>
<td>8 (8)</td>
<td>9 (10)</td>
<td>2 (2)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR</td>
<td>4 (1)</td>
<td>7 (6)</td>
<td>4 (8)</td>
<td>3 (2)</td>
<td>0 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>8 (5)</td>
<td>15 (14)</td>
<td>13 (18)</td>
<td>5 (4)</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table proves clearly that the matches have become closer. 23 out of 42 are decided by up to 2 goals (= 55%). Only 6 out of 42 show a higher difference than 5 goals in winner – loser margin.

**Some more findings:**

- The scores from fastbreak have increased from 3.5 to 4.3 compared with 2010 as the total average.

- The teams allowed 4 - 8 shots from fastbreak. The best turnover play teams were ISL (3) and CRO (3.5). The weakest ESP (8) followed by HUN, SWE and FRA (7 each).

- Only 5 teams achieved a positive balance in the fastbreak play: ISL, POL, CRO, DEN and MKD.

- DEN (8.5) was by far the best team in terms of low figures in turnover. Second best were SRB and MKD (10) followed by CRO (11). SLO (15) and SWE (14) were at the bottom of this list. The fact of having all the medal winners among the best 4 proves the high importance of this item.

- There were 7.5 suspensions per match which is a clear decrease from the 9 two years ago. So defence work seems to have become cleaner, the best teams were FRA and ESP at an average of 2 suspensions only per match, the “bad boys” came from SLO (6) and GER (5).
The tactics of the additional player was rarely used as all the teams had very effective systems in the play 5-6 at hand although most defence teams in the case of numerical superiority used to play 5-1 or even 5+1 immediately.

On the other hand the 6-5 offence play of most of teams was very bad in the preliminaries and became better during the main round matches. Most probably an effect of a very limited period of tactical preparation for many teams resulting from having many players enlisted in the German Bundesliga and they had matches until the dying days of last year thus limiting the direct preparation to some 10 days only.

10 direct red cards were presented at the matches in total which still raises the question of courage and consequence of the referees.

And in fact the performance of the referees seemed somewhat inconsistent and a common line could only be seen in some of the important issues. The biggest problem still gives the “Progressive Punishment” and the clear separation between the penalty shot as “Restoring a clear scoring chance” and the punishment because of the character of the action denying the chance.

But we have to give the referees one point – three top couples went out during the tournament because of injury and illness. Therefore the load became heavier on the shoulders of all the others than usual and there was little time for rest and recovery after some shaky appearance. Anyhow – all parties involved have to go on working for more consistency in the application of a common line.

Once again like in the EURO 2010 the rule with 16 players on the score sheet did not make any sense. 13-14 players were sent in by the coaches on average with only a very few exceptions in case of bad performance. In the main round and the finals the number of players sent in decreased even more. So this is a clear indicator to return to a seed of 14 players on the score sheet only.

General trends

The move towards a unification of offense systems has increased. One or two moves have been used by almost all the teams, moves that can be seen with the top teams in the Champions League as well.

Funny enough the success of teams like DEN, SLO and MKD seemed to be based on the fact that these teams still had specific moves at hand, different from all the other ones. The failure or set-back of ISL and POL might be connected with their change in the offense set-play system. Both teams went away from their very successful basic conception of the past and tried to succeed with new moves which were used by many other teams as well. I have to state that this caused a decrease in the efficiency of their offense set-play. And although these two teams had the best figures in terms of fastbreak-play still they ended in some disappointing 9th and 10th in the final ranking.
1. Defence set-play

The picture is very much alike when looking at the defence set-play. The domination of the 6-0 system has returned but the there is a lot of variation in the character of the 6-0 set-defence from team to team.

As a matter of fact the interpretation of 6-0 does not only differ from team to team but even within the same team according to the personal configuration. That means that the coaches will bring in a certain player to one position in the 6-0 with a specific task and therefore different moving lanes. In this case the whole character of the formation will change although you will not realize any difference in the basic set-up.

All the teams do have defence specialists and there will be an offense-defence switch of 1, 2 or even 3 players (MKD).

In all of the teams one of the defence specialists will participate in the fastbreak and go for substitution only in case of set-play offense. The second one will go for immediate switch in most of the teams.

Basic systems: 6-0 | 5-1 | 3-2-1 | 5+1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEN</th>
<th>CRO</th>
<th>ESP</th>
<th>ESP *</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GER</td>
<td>FRA</td>
<td>HUN</td>
<td>MKD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISL</td>
<td>POL</td>
<td>SLO</td>
<td>SRB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Variation: CRO | ISL | CRO | POL (all main rounds)

| DEN (vs GER) | MKD | SWE (vs DEN) |
| SLO | FRA |

This list represents the basic set-up only. ESP played both systems 50% of the time approx. So it is not possible to say which one is the basic one and which is the variation. In this tournament the 6-0 though was much more effective than the 5-1.

It is very interesting to see that the opponents winning from GER in the main round succeeded by using 5-1 and 5+1 respectively.

POL was pretty successful with the 5+1, turning two of their main round matches and closing up remarkably in the third.

As for FRA I do think that this was an experiment only to improve the 1-1 of the players under pressure.

In the case of transitions ISL and DEN will go back to 6-0, SLO also as CRO and MKD will turn to 5-1. Teams playing 5+1 will stay in this set-up.
Only new or clearly changed set-ups will be presented now, for the basic set-up of FRA (5-1), CRO (5-1 & 6-0), ESP (5-1) please refer to the analysis of Euro 2010.

The same holds good for the 6-0 defence of ISL and POL and the 3-2-1 defence of SLO and CRO.

1.1. Styles of 5-1

**ESP**

If the PM or the LB of the opponent team is in possession of the ball, the basic 5-1 set-up will be switched into a 3-3. The LP will be doubled not to let him move towards ball side. This is played on either side.

Sometimes, if the RB has made use of the dribbling already this set-up will be used on non-ball side in order to force the lefthander to risk an unprepared shot.

**MKD**

MKD played with a triple-switch D-O with #9, #13 and #14 coming in for the defense. The basic system was a 5-1 with pretty aggressive backs on either side but sometimes it turned into a full scale 3-2-1.

The only change in this set-up was done if #7 LAZAROV needed a break, then #8 MITKOV came in as substitute.

1.2. 5+1 system
**1.3. Styles of 6-0**

**DEN**

DEN had changed their system from 2010 as sometimes there is only one defense specialist playing now if #2 MOGENSEN will be on court. If he is out, the second specialist #3 CHRISTIANSEN will stand as BR.

The LP on IR will not go so deep but both backs go more deep than in previous competitions especially on non-ball side in order to fight diagonal passes. MOGENSEN will go extremely deep from either position and therefore is used as a very specific tactical tool to fight the main striker of the opponent.

**GER**

In the set-up of the team GER the LW will always play BL and the LB will be in the position OL. The BL will therefore always go pretty deep as will the PM who defends in the position IR.

The main task of the defense specialist #4 ROGGISCH is to cover the line and close the gaps. And this leads to the weak point: If ROGGISCH leaves the line there will be huge space for the opponent’s LP.
SRB play a very flat 6-0 with tall inner block and moving sideways very well thus closing the gaps against breakthrough.

The LP will always be doubled up to give no way for pick & roll or for passes.

Wing players move far inside leaving wing shots to the GK in the first place.

HUN system is very similar but less effective.

2. **Offense set-play**

The dominating concept is the outnumbering of the defence in close quarters. In achieving this, almost all teams use group tactical means and 2-2 or 3-2 solutions.

The core characteristic of the offence play is that it is focused upon decision making and continuation play. The sequence is:

Initiating move – decision making – termination/continuation – decision making – termination

For the initiating move all the teams take some kind of a crossing with or without ball. This gives the offence player a clear advantage in terms of speed and direction of the move. Therefore in many cases he will be able to pass by the direct defender and force the approach of a second one thus giving a man advantage situation in the continuation.

Beside this statement that is taken from the Euro 2010 analysis and which is still valid in the offens set-play a strange unification has taken place – two moves have been used vs a 6-0 defence by many teams in identical way one even without any serious attempt for scoring.

The only teams aiming for direct chances from the first move by using some extensions were DEN, CRO and SWE.

The second one was dedicated to create scoring chances anyway.
This is a combination of an “empty crossing” with a move of the LP.

The teams played it on 9-11m from the goal it seemed more or less like an initial move but without any push towards the goal.

According to discussions with colleagues we do think that the main task of this move is to prevent referees from giving the warning signal of passive play rather than to create any chances.

This crossing of LB and LW was used by several teams with the PM in position of the LB. It is a double crossing – first time with ball and then another crossing back without the ball.

Sometimes it came as a continuation of the move shown above. In most cases though it was started from a given set-up.

Play versus a 6-0 defence set-up

DEN

Very easy move based upon the speed of #2 MOGENSEN and the perfect blocking of #19 TOFT HANSEN.

PM starts fast sweep outside without the ball, reception of the ball and clearing the block of the LP.
If the BR closes against direct breakthrough, parallel thrust with the running LB and continuation to the LW.
SWE

From the well known basic move of the crossing without the ball #5 ANDERSSON will fire a diagonal pass to the PM now in the position of the LB. From his break between OR and BR he will launch the pass for the LW.

The pass was played behind the back in many cases.

SWE play this move on either side but mostly as shown.

CRO

Double cross with #4 BALIC starting in the Position LB. After first crossing PM and RB the lefthander starts a long run bringing BALIC to the PM position after the second cross.

From here he will aim for the LP moving inside or continue with a diagonal pass to the on moving PM for breakthrough. Continuation to RW if necessary.

MKD

Double cross with inside move of the LP.

The PM will start the first crossing with the LB; LB will continue the long move for a crossing with the RB. The LP will move inside simultaneously.

After this the RB will sweep inside for the shot or the pass to the LP.
ISL

Nice move by #4 PALMARSSON from the PM position. After the pass to the LB he will fake an empty crossing with the RB but stop halfway.

The LB deploys an explosive inside-outside switch and passes on to the LW. The LW will go for an extreme angle and launch the pass for a jump combination with the PM who had followed the outside move of the LW only.

FRA

With the explosive move of the LB the PM does a parallel move and receives the ball in full move. Now the PM pushes towards the BR and passes on to the LP. The RB will come with an inside sweep in any case for support.

If the pass PM-LP is not possible he will receive the ball in order to fire a fast shot through the gap in the centre.

DEN

Tailor-made move vs GER 6-0. As the LP takes position with the BL the LW in this position cannot go deep as usually.

PM starts crossing with the ball with LB; after that the LB passes on to the tall lefthander who pushes in an inside move. This brings a forward move of #4 for the block or the tackle thus giving huge rooms for an inside move of the LP that cannot be prevented.
PM starts crossing with the ball with #4 BALIC in the position LB. The LP will simultaneously sweep inside as will the RB with short delay.

According to the reaction of the defense there are two options for the pass – forward moving defense leaves the LP uncovered; flat defense gives way for the shot of the tall lefthander.

PM starts flat crossing with the ball with the RB who aims for a shot over the screen of the LP.

If IR tackles, RB will pass on to the LB who will shoot through the gap or, if BR comes for the tackle will pass on to the LP on a short outside move.

This was the most effective move of the team SWE and their most versatile.

PM will go for far outside to cross with the RB and deploy a double screen for the shot. Besides the shot #5 ANDERSSON has three options for a diagonal pass.

The easy solution to the LB, the direct pass to the LW (frequent solution in 6-5) and the pass back to the RW because OL will move inside to cover the PM on 6m.
Transitions versus a 6-0 set-up
Wing sweeps

ESP

With the pass PM – LB the LW sweeps inside for the BL.
The LB starts the parallel thrust continued by the PM but the RB will start a countermove simultaneously that will give the chance either for a shot through the gap between BL and IL or even for a breakthrough.

FRA

The well known move of FRA in the set-up with #2 FERNANDEZ as RB.
The LW rushes in and #8 NARCISSE pushes at the IL as the RB moves inside and fires a fast jump shot after the pass. If this does not work he will continue with breakthrough towards throwing arm side – final solution pass to RW.
Sometimes the PM will pass the ball back to the LB surprisingly for a 2-2 on the left side.

GER

The RW sweeps inside with the ball and passes on to the PM who – in a countermove – goes for crossing with the RB.
Shot of the RB from the centre or pass to the PM who simultaneously has moved into the open space behind IR and IL.
ISL

This move in the new set-up of the offense did not work too well.

The main reason is that #7 ATLASON just aimed for the shot or passed on the ball to the RB.

With #4 PALMARSSON in the centre it was much more effective since this player went for shot, breakthrough or pass to either of the two players at the line.

MKD

Very simple but extremely effective.

After the rush of the RW the PM will just pass the ball to the RB in the inside move.

Due to the quality of #7 LAZAROV and #5 STOILOV in the 2-2 play they scored a lot in this situation.

If the IL comes assisting, LAZAROV will launch a diagonal pass to the LB and they will have a clear man advantage situation on the left side.

SLO

This is the main offense conception of this team. They played it very fast and effectively.

After a fast rush in of the LW the LB #13 SPILER will start an explosive move towards throwing arm side.

If neither breakthrough nor pass to the LP is possible he will pass on to the PM who will continue with the parallel thrust and pass on to the RB.

This one will have two passing options beside the direct breakthrough chance.
SRB

A combination of rush in of the LW and a crossing without the ball PM – LB.

The LB will pass on to the PM who will aim for breakthrough or find the LP for a short bounced pass.

If there is no chance for neither of that he will pass on to the LB in the centre and they will aim to use the man-advantage situation on the right side.

Backcourt transitions to 4-2

FRA

This very nice move is an extension of the old “Swiss turntable” of the late 70s and 80s.

The PM will meet the upcoming LP and hand over the ball. The LP will continue his move and pass on to the RB who waits for the ball.

Only with the ball the RB will move inside thus giving both the LP and the PM the chance for a crossing move near the line. After that he will shoot over the PM or pass to the LP.

DEN

Played versus GER with three righthanders in the backrow.

#2 MOGENSEN passes to the PM and moves to the line. The PM goes for a crossing move with the ball towards the LB.

From this move he will launch a short bounced pass to MOGENSEN or complete the crossing with #24 HANSEN who will shoot from the centre.
Specific play versus a 5-1 defence set-up

CRO

Played versus the extremely deep 5-1 of ESP.
With the pass LW – LB the LP starts a long run to the other side.
The RB moves inside in a counter move and receives the diagonal pass.
From his inside move he can easily play a diagonal pass to either of the wings, more effective to the RW.

HUN

The PM will meet the upcoming LP and hand over the ball. After that he will move on for the position of LB.
The LB in the meanwhile has moved to the centre and receives the ball from the LP.
LB and LP continue their move as the RB too starts an outside move.
From this the LB launches a surprising counter-diagonal pass back to the PM who now starts for breakthrough.
If OR comes rushing he will pass on to the LW.
Transitions versus a 5-1 defence set-up

Wing sweep

ESP vs FRA

LW starts an inside move after passing the ball to the LB.

Suddenly he will return and deploy a block on the point thus giving the PM free way towards throwing arm side.

PM has two passing options – LP or RW – or can try for breakthrough.

This is the only sample taken since it is the only new one. All the other transitions with wing sweeps can be seen in the Euro 2010 analysis.

Backcourt transitions

DEN vs ESP

Righthander will rush in diagonally from the position RB. LB will move inside receiving the ball in full speed and thus forcing the point to tackle.

PM runs fast in semicircular move and receives diagonal pass on 9m. Breakthrough or continuation to RW.

All backcourt players have to run fast and well coordinated.
DEN vs ESP

Different set-up but leading to identical initiating moves.

The main striker is in PM position now and the PM in LB position.

Therefore a completely different solution is taken with shot from 6m.

DEN vs MKD

Since the centre of the defense of MKD will stay flat even though the point has moved away #24 HANSEN will aim for a straight shot through the gap opened by the LP.

The big advantage of the team DEN was it to have four backcourt players at hand who could play all three positions in the backcourt. Therefore they could pick a variety of solutions from identical moves always adjusting themselves to the situation and/or the reaction of the defence.
Situations of numerical imbalance

Play 5-6

As mentioned before the game 5-6 was pretty effective in general. In the following we will discuss a concept used by several teams.

In a set-up without LP the move will start by sending in both wing players who will do some crossing move between 6m and 9m and after that they will continue heading back to their regular position.

Most of the teams did this without the ball but here the version of team GER is shown who do that move with the ball.

GER

The LW will start an inside move with the ball and play a diagonal pass to the RW on his inside move. There will be a first crossing with the ball of the two wing players and after that the RW will launch another diagonal pass to the LB.

The LW will follow the pass flight to the centre and with the RW continuing the inside move a 3-2 situation can be created for the LB.

Another move that was used by several teams (e.g. ESP, FRA and SLO) is shown here in the version of team SLO.

SLO

The PM passes the ball to the RB and moves to the line. The RB starts an inside move thus pulling the defence and launches a diagonal pass to the LB who had started a fast inside move.

With the reception of the ball the LB switches direction in an explosive outside move and aims for breakthrough against throwing arm side. If the OR should move in for tackling he will pass on to the LW.
Play 6-5

After a very weak start in the preliminaries the man-advantage play improved a lot in the main round. Generally speaking two main concepts could be monitored

- crossing in the backcourt to pull the defence followed by a diagonal pass to a wing player and
- transition of the PM to the line and finishing from a 4-2 set-up.

For each one of the two concepts some examples will be given according to the specific solutions of the teams tailor-made for the skills of the respective players.

CRO vs FRA

After crossing of PM and RB with the ball the RB passes the ball on to the LB on his inside move. Thus the OR is forced to screen down the LP and the LB will launch a diagonal pass to the LW in the corner.

SWE

PM goes for a crossing with the ball with RB #5 ANDERSSON; both wings in the corner.

First solution – shot over the LP
Second solution – pass to RW
Third solution – pass to LW.
SLO

With a pass-repass action of PM and RB the LW rushes inside.

With the LW in position at the line PM and RB start a give & go move thus forcing the OL to go for the RB.

#23 ZORMAN now launches the diagonal pass to the RW in the corner.

DEN

In the version of DEN PM and LB deploy a very wide crossing with the ball.

The RB will do an outside move thus forcing the OL of the defending team to move in.

The LB will launch a diagonal pass to the RW in the corner.

MKD

PM passes to LB and moves on to the line. LB moves inside with the ball.

If the defence stays flat he will pass on to the RB in an inside swing for the shot or the pass to the LP.

If the defence goes deep against the RB he will launch the diagonal pass to the RW.
Almost identical play by the team HUN.
The only difference is that in case of going deep of the defence the LB will play the pass to the LW.

For several years now POL use to play a flip-flop version of the move.
The problem is that the RB has to decide between 4 different options very fast.
If the lefthander in this position happens to be out of shape a lot of mistakes will occur.

In the version of FRA the RB will not move inside but will start an outside move.
They have played it in this way for years with a righthander in this position thus giving an excellent chance for the continuation to the RW.
And now they stay with the move even with a lefthander in the position RB.
This move is the most simple and depends on #4 PALMARSSON and his abilities as a playmaker.

The problem of this move is that in case the two players at the line are not effective enough the defence will have a chance to create very narrow angles for the wings.
The Top teams 12 - 1

**Defence set-up**

The well-known Swedish 6-0 defence although the two backs will go more deep than in the historic version. Especially on non-ball side they will go deep anticipating diagonal passes.

IL and IR are the two specialists who will switch with the PM and the LP respectively; the LW will stay most of the playing time.

RW will stay as well there will be substitution only if #5 ANDERSSON should need some break.
Offence set-up

For the offence set-up #7 will switch with the PM and #18 with the LP.

The wings will play on most of the time as will the RB. Substitutions are done on the other positions mainly.

The biggest problem of the team was that most of the danger came from the RB only and if he was isolated then the offence play collapsed almost totally.

Offence moves

This was the most effective move of the team SWE and their most versatile.

PM will go for far outside to cross with the RB and deploy a double screen for the shot.
Besides the shot #5 ANDERSSON has three options for a diagonal pass.

The easy solution to the LB, the direct pass to the LW (frequent solution in 6-5) and the pass back to the RW because OL will move inside to cover the PM on 6m.

From the well known basic move of the crossing without the ball #5 ANDERSSON will fire a diagonal pass to the PM now in the position of the LB. From his break between OR and BR he will launch the pass for the LW.

The pass was played behind the back in many cases.

SWE play this move on either side but mostly as shown.
Play 5-6

With the usual crossing PM – RB the LW will rush inside for the centre offering the shot over him for the RB.

If this does not lead to a clear chance the RB will pass on to the LB and the LW will follow this pass.

From the straight push the LB will find the LW for the pass.

Play 6-5

PM goes for a crossing with the ball with RB #5 ANDERSSON; both wings in the corner.

First solution – shot over the LP
Second solution – pass to RW
Third solution – pass to LW.

PM passes to RB and moves on to the line.

RB moves on in an inside switch thus aiming for the shot over the PM.

If this seems not to be possible he will pass on to the LB who comes running in an inside move for a very fast one-step jump shot.

The final rank was a result of allowing too many shots on target in the first place. The main reason for that was that most of the load in offense was put on the RB and if he was isolated by the defence the game turned to be too risky thus offering too many shots from fastbreak because of turnovers. This deficiency could not be compensated by good goalkeeper play and not by quite a good percentage in the offence play.
Defence set-up

The basic set-up was the well-known 5-1 with the specialist in the position BC.

But the style of the play was different – it had more test character than anything else: The point moved out to 12-15m, sometimes #8 NARCISSE played man-to-man pressing even. Therefore #3 DINART was forced to leave the line and go to 9m or even deeper.

All in all this was not the regular defence play of team FRA of the past.
Offence set-up

In the offence play a lot of variations could be monitored thus giving the impression of testing as well.

The defence specialist will switch with the LP most of the time as usual.

But in one match there was a D/O switch #3/#18 with #20 staying on the field.
In another match there was an additional D/O switch #5/#4

Offence moves

The well known move of FRA in the set-up with #2 FERNANDEZ as RB.

The LW rushes in and #8 NARCISSE pushes at the IL as the RB moves inside and fires a fast jump shot after the pass. If this does not work he will continue with breakthrough towards throwing arm side – final solution pass to RW.

Sometimes the PM will pass the ball back to the LB surprisingly for a 2-2 on the left side.

Another well-known move from the identical set-up.

RB moves to the line with the ball flight.
LB aims for the shot from and inside switch.

If the situation does not give a clear chance he will fire a diagonal pass to the PM on the outside move offering a variety of continuations.
With the explosive move of the LB the PM does a parallel move and receives the ball in full move.  
Now the PM pushes towards the BR and passes on to the LP.  
The RB will come with an inside sweep in any case for support.  

If the pass PM-LP is not possible he will receive the ball in order to fire a fast shot through the gap in the centre.

This very nice move is an extension of the old “Swiss turntable” of the late 70s and 80s.

The PM will meet the upcoming LP and hand over the ball. The LP will continue his move and pass on to the RB who waits for the ball.

Only with the ball the RB will move inside thus giving both the LP and the PM the chance for a crossing move near the line.  
After that he will shoot over the PM or pass to the LP.

In the version of FRA the RB will not move inside but will start an outside move.

They have played it in this way for years with a righthander in this position thus giving an excellent chance for the continuation to the RW.

And now they stay with the move even with a lefthander in the position RB.

Play 6-5

It was somewhat strange to watch to games of FRA in this tournament. Their appearance gave the impression that they took it as a test tournament in the first place. A lot of experiments seemed to take place in defence especially. And compared with the figures of the EURO 2010 their performance in the turnover play was disastrous affecting the goalkeeper play as well.
I do think that we will see a totally different performance later this year in the OG.
Defence set-up

The regular 6-0 with aggressive backs on either side, BR even more than BL.
The two specialists in the centre going for double switch D/O: #17/#4 (or #7) and #2/#18 (or #3). Brackets mean 2nd halftime vs ESP only.

#17 will go for the switch immediately, #2 will go for the fastbreak and switch later.

Due to the inevitable substitution of #15 PETTERSSON by #6 HALLGRIMSSON this was not as effective as usual.
Offence set-up

Very few substitutions as usual.

After the retreat of #15 the set-up was fixed in fact and the only sub was on the line from then on.

In the 2nd halftime vs HUN LB and PM switched positions and this set-up seemed to be more efficient.

#9 SIGURDSSON was never substituted.

Offence moves

This traditional move was rarely used in this tournament.
The reason might be that both top left-handers had been eliminated by injury.

ISL has been playing this move for almost 25 years now creating full pressure on the defence from all positions (see EURO 2010).

In this tournament the crossing PM – RB was not efficient; most probably because they did not have the specific skills yet to make it real dangerous.

Because of that the concept had been altered to this move with continuous parallel thrust in the backrow.

In this set-up it was not too successful but whenever #4 and #7 switched positions it became quite efficient due to the individual skills of #4 PALMARSSON.
Rush-in of the RW against ball flight.
RB moves to the open space thus giving room for an aggressive outside move of the PM from which he launches his pass to the LP or the LW.
If the PM was not tackled by the BL he would fire a fast ground shot through the gap.

Nice move by #4 PALMARSSON from the PM position.
After the pass to the LB he will fake an empty crossing with the RB but stop halfway.
The LB deploys an explosive inside-outside switch and passes on to the LW.
The LW will go for an extreme angle and launch the pass for a jump combination with the PM who had followed the outside move of the LW only.

From their regular basic concept the LB after the sweep of the LW will launch a surprising diagonal pass to the jumping RW.
There are many reasons for the disappointing appearance of ISL in this EURO 2012.

- Both top lefthanders were out due to injuries
- Because of that the traditional basic moves both in defence and offence could not be used
- The performance of the goalkeepers was disastrous
- Finally the set-up in offence with #7 ATLASON as PM did not work. In the few moments when he switched position with #4 PALMARSSON there was more flow in the game and even the self confidence of the players seemed to improve.

These deficiencies could not be compensated by the good things like being still the team playing the best fastbreak balance because of an outstanding turnover-play. And they had the third best shot percentage of all the teams.

With the two lefthanders coming back to the team and an ongoing integration of the two youngsters #3 KRISTIANSSON and #19 KARASON the team ISL will be a strong performer again in near future.
Defence set-up

The orthodox 6-0 system without a defence specialist did not work too well. The biggest problems occurred on the BR position leading to frequent changes and in the BL position where #2 JASZKA tried to go very deep as #6 TKACZYK remained defensively oriented. This seemed to give troubles in the coordination – surprisingly since the players do know each other for quite some time.

Because of the troubles with the 6-0 in the main round matches they changed into a 5+1 and were pretty successful with that set-up.
POL used the 5+1 against the left handed RB in all the games of the main round and managed to turn two of the matches.

What was still surprising was the inconsistency in the set-up of the formation using many different players in the back position.

The man-to-man player was picked according to the character of play of the direct opponent to cover.

Offence set-up

This set-up is well-known for some years now. The problem in this event however was that #13 Bartos JURECKI was not in good shape and that the lefthanders in RB were fully out of shape. Therefore the deficiencies of the wings in the set-play that had been compensated all throughout the last years came fully into effect now.

Offence moves

Turning away from their basic system with a transition to 4-2 (see Euro 2010) they now played a combination of “turntable” and “empty crossing” to the left.

The weak point seemed to be that because of an all inside move there was heavy traffic in the very centre and since this move does not create any man advantage the strikers have to be in top shape to succeed in this configuration.

Remark: This is the 5-6 move; for the regular move add the RW in the corner!!
PM goes for crossing with the RB with the ball. RB moves on for the shot over the LP from the very centre.

If the IR should go deep for the tackle continuation follows to the LB on a short inside move.

LB shoots through the gap of passes on to the demarking LP.

This was their most efficient move.

Wing sweep of the LW against ball flight. In case of aggressive wing pressing after inside sweep of the LW the RB will move inside with the ball forcing the IL to move.

After that follows parallel thrust of the PM against throwing arm side and a bounced pass to the LP who has a lot of space now to finish.

Play 6-5

For several years now POL use to play this version of the move to the line by the PM.

The problem is that the RB has to decide between 4 different options very fast.

In the past this worked quite well because the lefthanders used to be in good shape and were quite experienced.

But if the lefthander in this position happens to be out of shape a lot of mistakes will occur.

Because of that Bogdan WENTA decided to try a very specific set-up in man-advantage.
After his pass the extra player has to leave the court immediately!!

All in all POL remained below expectations. There are several reasons for that:

- SZMAL could not be substituted by the other goalkeepers
- M. LIJEKSKI was out and his brother was out of shape
- B. JURECKI was not in the shape of the past
- The changed offence team move did not work

With all that the deficiencies of the wing players in terms of solid execution in the set play that had been covered or compensated by the performance of the other players became a serious blow to the team efficiency now.

But all this is not enough to explain the disastrous start of POL in every match. In these moments it seemed that there were severe personal tensions between several players and they did not play as a team.

On the other hand together with ISL they were the best fastbreak team and they managed to turn around matches that had been lost already with their 5+1 defence and an incredible fighting spirit in the second half.

So at the end of the day we do state very mixed impressions of this team and we have to look forward what direction they will go in the future.
Defence set-up

Orthodox 6-0 played quite flat and man oriented with a single switch of the specialist with the PM.

Basically the LP stood BL and the LB on IL. Only in case of a sub of #3 the LP will go to IL.
Offence set-up

This is a long term well rehearsed team with two players on every position. The only exception is the position of the PM where #5 CSASZAR is fixed. Due to the injury of Tamas Ivancsik early in the first match of the tournament #10 HARSANYI had to play full time since he was the only right winger left.

Offence moves

The PM will meet the upcoming LP and hand over the ball. After that he will move on for the position of LB.
The LB in the meanwhile has moved to the centre and receives the ball from the LP.
LB and LP continue their move as the RB too starts an outside move.

From this the LB launches a surprising counter-diagonal pass back to the PM who now starts for breakthrough.
If OR comes rushing he will pass on to the LW.

Remark:
This move will be played against a 6-0 defence as well. This is the basic offence move.

Play 6-5

The PM will play the ball to the LB and moves in to the line.
The LB continues the inside move and pulls the BC of the defence. After this he passes on to the RB sweeping inside in full move.

If this is prevented by the BL going deep he will play a diagonal pass to the LW.
A very easy thus efficient move started by the PM again.

He will just move explosively on the seam between BL and OL and pull the BL.

After his backhand-pass to the RB there will be free way for this player.

Should the BL stay in position and the OL tackle the pass will go on to the RW starting from the corner.

As usual the team of HUN played nothing very special but very solid and disciplined. They had their solid 6-0 defence that closed the gaps in the near zone and in offence they had a few well rehearsed moves based upon the brilliant skills of their PM CSASZAR #5.

Funny enough they were at average in all the parameters and they had a fantastic preliminary round. They only had a problem to meet the three best fastbreak-play teams of the tournament SLO, ISL and CRO in the main round and they could not quite cope with that.

At the end of the day they recovered from the disappointing result of the Euro 2010 and they were very close to reach the game 5-6. On the other hand some may say that if you beat FRA and you draw with CRO and ESP the outcome should be something more than finishing ranked 8th. But this only proves how close the level of all the top nations has become.
Defence set-up

GER

In the 6-0 set-up of the team GER the LW will always play BL and the LB will be in the position OL. The BL will therefore always go pretty deep as will the PM who defends in the position IR.

There is a single switch between the specialist and the LP.

The main task of the defence specialist #4 ROGGISCH is to cover the line and close the gaps. And this leads to the weak point: If ROGGISCH leaves the line there will be huge space for the opponent’s LP.
**Offence set-up**

The offence set-up shows two players in every position but there is a clear number 1 on every position the clearest is RB and LP.

The LP will play in offence set-play only as the defence specialist will be part of the fastbreak play.

**Offence moves**

The RW sweeps inside with the ball and passes on to the PM who – in a countermove – goes for crossing with the RB.

Shot of the RB from the centre or pass to the PM who simultaneously has moved into the open space behind IR and IL.

Identical start of the move.

The RB does not go for crossing but waits for the ball and with the ball he starts an outside move.

From this move against throwing arm he shoots over the LP who strictly held his position.

The weak point is that the RB is forced to shoot since there is no other option left because the IL will go deep to cut the pass back to the PM.
Play vs a 5+1 defence set-up

After the inside sweep of the RW without the ball the PM initiates crossing with the ball with the LB.

The LB then will do a re-pass to the PM now in the position LB and this one will pass on immediately to the RW who had used the deep move of the BR to find the line behind this player.

If the OR closes against the RW the PM will pass on to the LW in the corner.

Quite simple move – continuous parallel thrust in the back row and forcing the OL to tackle.

Pass on to the RW.

The other solutions are pretty risky- the shot from a fast outside move as well as the pass to the LP.

Play 5-6

The LW will start an inside move with the ball and play a diagonal pass to the RW on his inside move.

There will be a first crossing with the ball of the two wing players and after that the RW will launch another diagonal pass to the LB.

The LW will follow the pass flight to the centre and with the RW continuing the inside move a 3-2 situation can be created for the LB.
In the dying seconds of the match vs SRB and 1 goal down GER had a free throw.

They brought in the extra player #13 CHRISTOPHERSEN on the position PM and two LPs.

With the LP giving the ball to the RB both LPs moved to the line and the striker on LB #21 KAUFMANN came in in full speed.

Because of the triple threat the BC hesitated with the tackle and the extra player scored the equalizer.

This EURO 2012 was a real roller-coaster-ride for GER. They started with upset loss vs CZE and then they were lucky because CZE failed miserably in the following matches and that brought the team GER to the main round with 4 points after a very lucky win over MKD and a good match vs SWE.

They started the main round with an utmost lucky draw with SRB after having trailed almost all the match between 2 and 6 goals behind. And that was the last point they gained in this tournament.

At the end of the day all the parameters show that GER has played more or less the same game like they did in the Euro 2010 when they finished 10th.

Still they are based upon a good defence and solid goalkeepers but the offence play is too simple by far and the entire load of initiative is burdened on the PM.

The weakest point in offence is the lack of any alternative in the position RB; other teams like DEN, FRA and POL sometimes MKD even will bring in a righthander in this position in order to give a different situation to the defence.

And with that the solutions become too schematic as you could see in the examples shown above. Alternatives in most cases are very risky and may cause loss of the ball.

Therefore in order to achieve better rankings GER has to look for “gamblers” to add them to the good fighters and workers they have in order to make their game more surprising and less predictable.
Defence set-up

Like GER this team plays in 6-0 with the LW as BL going very deep.
The RW as OR is very aggressive too constantly looking for steals.
The PM stands OL in defence.
There is a single switch of the specialist with the LB.

They play very tight in the centre and with excellent legwork they go for fastbreak with every given chance.
Offence set-up

All the play is directed by the PM. Usually they go very close aiming for breakthrough in the first place. They are all very fast in the 1-1 move and try to play an extremely fast ball.

Main tactical means is the parallel thrust after an explosive 1-1 start in most cases continued up to the wing.

Offence moves

Rush in of the LW with the LP standing wide.
Then continued parallel thrust.
If there is any chance for direct breakthrough they will take it, if not they will continue as shown.
This move will be played flip-flop sometimes.

Remark: the 1-1 action will take place on 8m approx. it is done here on 10m to avoid confusion only and make the picture clearer.

Play 5-6

Very efficient move.
PM #23 ZORMAN goes to the line after his pass to the RB.
The RB does a long inside move by this pulling the IR and passes on to the LB in the full straight inside move.

#13 SPILER does an explosive switch of the direction as soon as he receives the ball and aims for breakthrough.

If the OR shall come for the tackle he will pass on to the LW.
The young team of SLO played very fast and they were a positive surprise of this Euro 2012. The weak point in their game was the turnover play which was not half as good as their fastbreak play. Because of their attempt to play a very fast ball and their style of going very close for the 1-1 action they had the most technical faults of all the teams. And from that losses of ball a high number of makes resulted by opponent’s fastbreaks.

They had the best shot percentage at 66% but on the other hand they allowed most shots on target in defence. This was influenced of course by suffering the most suspensions of all teams, an average of 6 per game.

GK played very well too and the same applies to ZORMAN in the first place. He played a great PM appearance totally unlike from what he is allowed to play in his club. In the team he is the boss and all actions are directed by him.

All in all SLO clearly seems to be on their way up and if they manage to decrease the figures in suspension and in ball losses in the first place they will perform even better in future championships.
Defence set-up

The basic set-up is a 5-1 with the RW on BR and the RB on OR. There is a triple switch in the centre; the specialists substituting PM, LB and LP.

The backs will play to 9m in any case; sometimes there will be a fast switch to a 3-2-1 set-up.

The BC will go for immediate substitution as the two other will be part of the fastbreak play.
Offence set-up

This is the basic set-up resulting from the triple switch.

Sometimes there is a double switch only with #13 MIRKULOVSKI coming in the position PM and #18 MOOJSOVSKI taking the LB position.

The wings and #7 K. LAZAROV are hardly substituted.

Offence moves

Double crossing in the back row supported by an inside move of the LP.

Played very frequently to bring the main striker in firing position.

Inside rush by the RW against ball flight.

The BL is forced to tackle the main striker because this one will shoot; now OL is behind the LP and does not stand any chance for defending.

If the IL should tackle the PM is ready to receive the ball in his support move and will fire a fast ground shot or will go for the breakthrough.
Very simple move in which the LP uses the forward move of BR to demark into the open space and receives the ball from the striker on the inside switch.

This move is played on either side without any remarkable preparation. The LP will always be ready to receive the ball and terminate.

PM passes to LB and moves on to the line. LB moves inside with the ball.

If the defence stays flat he will pass on to the RB in an inside swing for the shot or the pass to the LP.

If the defence goes deep against the RB he will launch the diagonal pass to the RW.

A very unusual move and therefore most difficult to defend against it.

Straight rush-in of the LB after passing to the PM. The PM passes on to the RB and swings outside.

Now the RB will come on his regular inside swing with the ball and aims for the shot over the double screen by LP and LB.

The two additional options are shown here; if the OL moves in there will be a diagonal pass for the RW. If the BC should go deep for the tackle there will be the pass to the LP.

MKD was another big surprise of this EURO 2012.
But we have to be accurate and serious. So we have to state that their final ranking was a combination of good play in several games but on the other hand they took a lot of profit from the configuration and the sequence of the matches. With SRB being already through to the semi-finals before their last game in the main round SRB like in the preliminaries vs SVK did not play with full effort. With this win MKD jumped for rank 3 in MR 1. If this had not been the case their final ranking would have been 9th.

This does not mean to bring them down or deny that they played a good tournament; we just have to make clear that their final ranking could raise hopes for the future that might not be possible to fulfil.

The basis for their good game was their very good defence work. The triple substitution worked fantastic they did it so well that they managed to create a positive balance in the fastbreak play. And once they had their set-up standing it was pretty difficult to score against the very flexible formation with a GK behind them whose percentage was the second best of all.

In the offence play they put most of their chips on Kiril LAZAROV of course but it would be false to forget to mention the brilliant performance of the LP #5 STOILOV. He scored 27 goals out of 34 shots and received another 12 penalty shots. And all the others really performed quite well riding high on the cheering of their fabulous supporters. For them it was as much a home event as it was for SRB. And still they played with very good discipline in terms of behaviour as well as in terms of game plan.
Defence set-up

Very aggressive 6-0 with two specialists in the very centre.
All the four players in the middle go very deep #24 MORROS will cover an extreme range.

This set-up was more effective than the 5-1.
Both the 6-0 and the 5-1 have been played approx. 50% of the time each. In this tournament the 6-0 seemed to be more effective than the 5-1. We will have to wait for the future development of both.

Offence set-up

This style of 5-1 had been shown at the euro 2010 for the first time.

This year it has changed a little: There is only one defence specialist in this set-up and the OL and OR will stay between 6 and 8m only.

For the concept and the moves of the point please refer to the analysis of Euro 2010, p.7. But there is some further development that you will see below.

If the PM or the LB of the opponent team is in possession of the ball, the basic 5-1 set-up will be switched into a 3-3. The LP will be doubled not to let him move towards ball side. This is played on either side.

Sometimes, if the RB has made use of the dribbling already this set-up will be used on non-ball side in order to force the lefthander to risk an unprepared shot.

When the 6-0 defence was played there was a double switch for the LP and the PM.

If the 5-1 set-up was used there was a single switch for the LP only and the PM will be OR in defence.

There was a lot of flux in the position LB which did not seem to work so well. Besides that the positions were pretty clear.
Offence moves

With the pass PM – LB the LW sweeps inside for the BL.

The LB starts the parallel thrust continued by the PM but the RB will start a countermove simultaneously that will give the chance either for a shot through the gap between BL and IL or even for a breakthrough.

This move will frequently start with the PM in position LB aiming for a direct pass to the LP or looking for pick&roll.

As mentioned above the PM will frequently start from LB-position; shown here on a 5-1 defence.

If the point does not tackle the PM will continue with a diagonal pass to the RB thus giving the identical effect.

Sometimes the LP will stand between OR and BR at the start but the move will be the same.

Application of the basic wing sweep vs the aggressive 5-1 of FRA.

The LW will stop the rush for the position BL and swing back for a pick against the point to offer the PM free running lane towards throwing arm.

This will create a 4-2 superiority for the offence and the PM will solve the situation according to the moves of the two separated defence players.
ESP showed the most convincing performance of all the teams until the end of the main round. They played very well in defence where they were the only team having two completely different concepts at hand. They played a good offence with the second best shot percentage at 62%. And still they did not make it for a medal again. At the end of the day two factors killed their hopes:

**First of all** they had the weakest turnover play of all teams allowing an average of 8 shots on target from fastbreak to the opponents. That means that together with HUN they had the worst fastbreak balance of the competition. This was a surprise because in the Euro 2010 they had surprised by showing a new forechecking concept (please refer to the respective analysis page 37) that was very efficient. This approach has not been seen at the EURO 2012.

And **second** just like in Austria at the Euro 2010 their GK denied them a better result. The percentage of the GK was 29% the second weakest of the tournament. The problem was the inconsistency – they had phases of brilliant saves and then again phases when they did not touch any single shot. These ups and downs were too much in the end.

But in some respect I do think that the main focus of ESP lies on the 2013 WCh on home soil and we are looking forward to what additional ideas this very creative nation will present then and there.
Defence set-up

This 5-1 set-up has been used by CRO for several years now.

There is a single switch between the specialist #10 GOJUN and the LB.

The only change compared with the past is that in case of a 6-0 set-up #9 VORI will now play BR and #8 KOPLJAR in the very centre together with the specialist.
The positions are very clear and in each position there is a clear first pick and a substitute only the LP plays almost all the time.

#4 BALIC is still a very special case, he will appear in many different positions in offence and direct the game from various angles.

Offence moves

PM starts crossing with the ball with #4 BALIC in the position LB. The LP will simultaneously sweep inside as will the RB with short delay.

According to the reaction of the defense there are two options for the pass
– Forward moving defense leaves the LP uncovered;
- Flat defense gives way for the shot of the tall lefthander.

From the identical set-up they launch a double-crossing move which will give BALIC two options in the end

- Pass to the LP on his inside move
- Diagonal pass to the PM who will aim for breakthrough

If the OL tackles there will be continuation to the RW.
After initiating passes PM – LB the PM will start an explosive move against throwing arm side and aim for breakthrough.

If BR and IR together should block this attempt he will play a backhand pass to the LB on a fast inside swing.

The LB will fire a fast jump shot over the LP who will screen the IL.

This move will be played flip-flop as well.

The very common basic move has been extended by CRO with an inside sweep of #27 CUPIC.

The LP with the ball now can continue the move with the standard pass to the RB or he can play the ball to the RW on the inside move.

Specific move vs the 5-1 of ESP.

LW passes to LB and moves to the corner. With this the LP starts his long run.

The LB pushes straight and launches a diagonal pass to the RB on his full inside sweep.

Besides a possible chance for the shot there is an option for a diagonal pass to either corner wing.
Play 6-5

CRO clinched their third medal in a row at EChs and remain a solid factor in the very top of world handball.
Again they had the second best defence in terms of allowing shots on target, they had good goalkeepers and a strong offence.
They had the third best balance in the fastbreak play mainly because of excellent turnover play.

There was no real surprise in their game since they still play their well known but well rehearsed moves and concepts both in offence as well as in defence.

One thing though is important to mention – KOPLJAR who had been a promising lefthander two years ago left this image as a talent and proved to be a full scale factor of the strong squad. The most impressive thing was his progress in defence work.

All the other main actors are well known, two good wings on either side, two playmakers, LACKOVIC still around. The only risk position might be the LP in case of an injury of VORI because there does not seem to be a full proposition for substitution yet.
This has to be monitored in the future as well as another sub as a PM in case BALIC should not be able to keep his level any further.
Defence set-up

SRB play a very flat 6-0 with tall inner block and moving sideways very well thus closing the gaps against breakthrough.

There is a single switch only for the RB in offence at the start but when the second PM is brought in there will be a double switch.

The LP will always be doubled up to give no way for pick & roll or for passes.

Wing players move far inside leaving wing shots to the GK in the first place.
**Offence set-up**

The wings are rarely substituted; for the RB there is a constant switch with the specialist as it is for the second PM #25 CUTURA who will not play in defence.

**Offence moves**

After the inside sweep of the RW the PM will start an explosive move for breakthrough against throwing arm side.

From this move he will also launch a short bounced pass to the RW at the line.

If both solutions are blocked by the defence the PM will do a short backhand pass to the LB who will find a double screen for his shot.

The PM passes on to the RB and goes for an empty crossing with the LB.

With this pass the LW will rush in and the ball will go back to the LB for a shot from the centre. If the shot is not possible the LB will pass on to the PM.

The PM from position LB will start a breakthrough move towards throwing arm side pulling the BR from the LP. So there is another option for a short bounced pass to the LP.
The host team had the best defence only allowing 34 shots on target by the opponents on average per match and had the GK with the best saving percentage. So they ended up with an astonishing 21 makes per match only – a remarkable figure.

Their turnover play was very good and therefore their fastbreak balance is nearly equalized. And they did not give to many easy fastbreaks to their opponents by having the second lowest figure in ball losses.

The first principle of the defence was to deny breakthroughs so they stood extremely flat and beside this they used to double up the LP. The position from which shooting was accepted was the wing position on either side knowing about the strength of their GK in this situation.

On the other hand their offence play was the weakest of all participants with the lowest shot percentage by far. They played with very high discipline in all the offence actions and managed to play very long offence sequences. Of course there was some home advantage on their side in this respect but not more than usual in championships.

A huge surplus was the support of the crowd of course that seemed to bring them on the wave of flow and carry them to the final. And although we have to take this home advantage factor into consideration there was clear progress in their game compared to the Euro 2010. This progress was marked by an enormous increase in the discipline of all the players personally as well as in terms of tactical behaviour.
Defence set-up

DEN had changed their system from 2010 as sometimes there is only one defense specialist playing now if #2 MOGENSEN will be on court. If he is out, the second specialist #3 CHRISTIANSEN will stand as BR.

The LP on IR will not go so deep but both backs go more deep than in previous competitions especially on non-ball side in order to fight diagonal passes. MOGENSEN will go extremely deep from either position and therefore is used as a very specific tactical tool to fight the main striker of the opponent.
Offence set-up

The first row is very clear in the set-up.

As for the others #24 M. HANSEN will be LB most of the time when he is on court, #22 SÖNDERGAARD will remain on RB strictly.

#2 MOGENSEN, #8 LAUGE SCHMIDT and #13 SPELLEBERG will all appear in the position PM but in all the other back row positions as well.

Offence moves

A very easy and therefore characteristic move for this team.

PM starts running fast against throwing arm side pulling by this the BR as he receives the ball in full speed.

Now parallel thrust is continued to the LW.

DEN extended the basic move mentioned in „General trends“ by an additional inside sneak of the LW.

The result will be a screened shot by the LB or shot by the LW from the line after a pass by the LB.
Played vs GER with three righthanders in the back row.

#2 MOGENSEN passes to the PM and moves to the line. The PM goes for a crossing move with the ball towards the LB.

From this move he will launch a short bounced pass to MOGENSEN or complete the crossing with #24 HANSEN who will shoot from the centre.

Tailor-made move vs GER 6-0.

As the LP takes position with the BL the LW in this position cannot go deep as usually.

PM starts crossing with the ball with LB; after that the LB passes on to the tall lefthander who pushes in an inside move.

This brings a forward move of #4 for the block or the tackle thus giving huge rooms for an inside move of the LP that cannot be prevented.

Moves vs 5-1

DEN - MKD

Transition of the RB after pass to the PM.

PM passes on to the LB so the point moves with the ball. Because the PM has started for a give go move the point rushes back to cover the centre.

Now the LB starts for the second give go move and finds the chance for a screened shot over the RB at the line.
Different set-up in the back row, the main striker is in the centre now.

Transition of the RB to the line after pass to the PM; continuation with pass to the LB who will push straight and by this pull the point.

Straight run of the striker through the open centre and fast ground shot after receiving the ball.

Righthander will rush in diagonally from the position RB. LB will move inside receiving the ball in full speed and thus forcing the point to tackle.

PM runs fast in semicircular move and receives diagonal pass on 9m. Breakthrough or continuation to RW.

All backcourt players have to run fast and well coordinated.

Different set-up but leading to identical initiating moves.

The main striker is in PM position now and the PM in LB position.

Therefore a completely different solution is taken with the shot from 6m.
**DEN** is the first European Champion coming up from a start of the main round without any points. They had a terrible preliminary round with losing two matches in the last three minutes of the game. Then they played a pretty good main round and still owed it to the Polish team with their win over GER that they made it to the semi final. In this semi final they had to face another last three minutes nightmare when the Spaniards equalized from trailing by three goals but they made it in the end. And they managed to succeed against the high flying home team in the final.

At the end of the day there is a list of factors why this gold medal was well deserved:

- Their GK was the second best of the tournament (14 saves per match – 35% in total) equalizing a defence performing only on average.

- The offence fired most shots on target and they improved clearly with the best score of the main round of all teams at 31-27.

- They had the third best turnover play and together with the fastbreak performance that gave a positive balance in the fastbreak play.

- And they had the lowest figure in ball losses by far at an average of 8.5 per match only.

Finally they had the squad with the most versatile back row resulting in the most creative offence play of all the teams at the tournament. With three players being able to take over the full load of a PM; two very efficient strikers on LB; a 1-1 specialist and an extremely tall lefthanded striker on RB they had more options than all the other teams by far. And they made use of it.

So for the next big tournaments to come there will be a fierce battle between DEN, CRO and ESP together with FRA who will come back for sure. Not to neglect ISL if all should be on deck and well and SLO and…….